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Abstract
We show how the Higgs boson exchange processes may indicate the occurence of special
Higgs boson structures (substructures or peculiar interactions with dark matter) from a
possible modification of the s-dependence of their cross section. We illustrate the simplest
example with the µ+µ− → f f¯ process.
1 Introduction
The existence of a peculiar structure of the Higgs boson is a BSM possibility which has
been considered for various reasons. In SM the peculiar fermion spectrum, with enor-
mously different mass scales, can be taken into account within the Higgs description by
using an adequate set of couplings with the Higgs doublet, but its origin is not explained.
The origin of mass has been discussed since a long time, see for example [1, 2, 3].
Among the various possibilities an extension of the SU(3)*SU(2)*U(1) gauge structure
may be done in order to describe the presence of 3 families. But even if this can differen-
tiate the families the description of the specific mass spectrum for each familiy does not
seem quantitatively trivial.
The nearby values of the top quark and Higgs boson masses can suggest some common
origin (for example a substructure) but the very different scales for the masses of the
other fermions would require additional peculiar structures; [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
On another hand the Higgs boson may be a mediator between the standard set and a
new set, for example between our usual world and a new world responsible for the dark
matter (DM); [9, 10, 11].
Like in the hadronic case with QCD, contributions to the mass may occur from the var-
ious interactions of each fermion, the SM ones and the ones from a new sector possibly
through the Higgs mediation. Interferences with different orders of virtual effects between
the SM gauge group and the new structure could create these different fermionic mass
scales.
Our point is that, as a consequence of such an origin of mass, an energy dependence
of the Higgs coupling constants may be generated. With the usual operators connecting
fermion and Higgs fields one describes the fermion mass mf and the Hff coupling gHff
but the above structures may create off-shell dependences; an effective mass mf(s) [12],
like in the QCD case, and an s-dependent Hff coupling gHff(s) when the Higgs boson
is off-shell. The relation between gHff and mf may differ from the SM case like in [13]
but with specific s-dependences.
Simple high order virtual corrections (with sufficiently large couplings and low scales in
order to produce visible effects) may occur. A trivial case is the presence of resonant
structures related to additional Higgs bosons, but richer substructure dependences may
also appear.
Effects of H and t compositeness in several processes have already been studied,
[12, 14]. But the situation may be different for light fermions the smallness of their
masses implying a less direct Higgs connection.
An other aspect in this domain concerns the whole SU(2) structure of the Higgs states.
In SM this concerns the goldstone triplet G0,±. If the CSM hypothesis, [15], is still valid
and the equivalence principle maintained this should determine the properties of the lon-
gitudinal WL and ZL states, [16].
So our point will also be to check if the above mentioned new structures affect similarly
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H and G, and therefore the WL and ZL states and their exchange processes.
In the present paper we want to explore how one can test these various assumptions.
Obviously the best way to test these s-dependent Higgs properties is to study the Higgs
exchange processes.
The magnitudes of the corresponding cross sections should therefore be sufficiently large.
With this aim a fermion-antifermion system should be polarized in order to have only
equal helicities (as required by the Higgs coupling).
We will illustrate the case of µ+µ− → f f¯ processes assuming that adequate polarized
muon beams will be available. About such possibilities see [17] and [18].
We will explore the sensitivity to the mentioned new Higgs structures by introducing an
s-dependence through adequate form factors and by looking at the resulting s-shape of
the cross section.
Contents: In Section 2 we recall the precise expressions of the SM helicity amplitudes
of the µ+µ− → f f¯ process; in Section 3 we introduce new structures for the H and G0
couplings and we give illustrations for the µ+µ− → bb¯ polarized cross sections.
2 The µ+µ− → ff¯ process
In SM, at Born level, this process involves both gauge and Higgs boson exchanges. In
the unpolarized case the dominant process is the gauge boson (γ, Z) exchange; the Higgs
(H) and Goldstone(G0) boson exchanges are reduced by the mµ
mW
and
mf
mW
factors. If one
selects equal helicities separately in the initial and final states the gauge amplitudes are
reduced by the mµ√
s
and
mf√
s
factors and become of comparable size to that of the (H,G0)
exchange.
So we will consider the F γ,Z,H,G
0
(λµ+λµ−λfλf¯) amplitudes with λµ+ = λµ− and λf = λf¯ .
We will illustrate the behaviour of the polarized cross sections
σ =
pNc
32pils
∫
d cos θ
∑
|F |2 (1)
where p, l are the initial and final center of mass momenta; Nc is the colour number
of the fermion f . In
∑ |F |2, we will consider either (RR) or (LL) initial states with
λµ+ = λµ− = ±12 and sum over both (RR) and LL) final states with λf = λf¯ = ±12 , i.e.∑ |F |2 = |FRRRR|2+ |FRRLL|2 leading to σR, or |FLLLL|2+ |FLLRR|2 leading to σL, which
will lead to the same value after integration over cos θ.
Each amplitude is the sum of 4 terms corresponding to photon, Z, H and G0 exchanges.
FHLLLL = F
H
LLRR = F
H
RRLL = F
H
RRRR = −4e2gHµµgHff
lp
DH(s)
(2)
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FGLLLL = −FGLLRR = −FGRRLL = FGRRRR = −4e2gGµµgGff
l0p0
DG(s)
(3)
with
gHff =
−mf
2sWmW
gGff =
−imfIf3
sWmW
(4)
and for V = γ, Z
F VLLLL = F
V
RRRR =
e2mµmf
DV (s)
[(gVµL − gVµR)(gVfL − gVfR)− (gVµL + gVµR)(gVfL + gVfR) cos θ] (5)
F VLLRR = F
V
RRLL =
−e2mµmf
DV (s)
[(gVµL − gVµR)(gVfL − gVfR) + (gVµL + gVµR)(gVfL + gVfR) cos θ] (6)
with
g
γ
fL = g
γ
fL = Qf (7)
gZfL =
I
f
3 −Qfs2W
sW cW
gZfR =
−QfsW
cW
(8)
The illustrations will be done for the bottom quark (f = b) with µ+µ− → γ, Z,H,G0 →
bb¯. See Fig.1 (solid line for SM) showing the s-dependence of the angular integrated cross
section σL = σR with the peaks at threshold, at s = m
2
Z and at s = m
2
H due to photon,
Z, G0 and H exchanges.
3 New structures for H,G0 couplings
We now want to explore the sensitivity of the cross section to a modification of the Higgs
coupling or of both H,G0 couplings.
We use a test form for the modification of the product of couplings as suggested by pos-
sible loop (or compositeness) structure.
f(s) = 1 + clog(1 +
s
m20
) (9)
A first illustration is given in Fig.1(up) by multiplying only the H term or both H,G0
terms by f(s) with c = 1 and m0 = 0.1 TeV.
One can see the separate effects of the modification of H contribution or of a modification
of both H and G0 contributions while the γ, Z ones keep their SM forms. The chosen
f(s) modification in eq.(9) is totally arbitrary. It just shows how the SM Breit-Wigner
shapes can be differently modified, especially when the complete Higgs sector (with H
and G0 contributions) is affected.
As a second illustration we impose the SM value to the H couplings at s = m2H and
to the G0 couplings at s = m2Z , using
4
fH(s) = 1 + clog[
s+m20
m2H +m
2
0
] (10)
fG(s) = 1 + clog[
s+m20
m2Z +m
2
0
] (11)
with m20 = m
2
b .
In Fig.1(down) we can also compare the basic SM shape to that of the two cases where
fH(s) or both fH(s) and fG(s) are applied, leading to notably different modifications.
From these simple examples one can expect that precise measurements of the shape of
the s-dependence of the µ+µ− → bb¯ cross section could reveal what type of Higgs structure
may occur.
More complex s-dependences with resonances, threshold effects or other dynamical
features,... may also appear.
4 Conclusion
In this study we wanted to test the sensitivity of Higgs exchange processes to the occurence
of an Higgs boson structure (substructure, DM cloud,....) even if the on-shell coupling
constants agree with the SM prediction (no change in the decay branching ratios, neither
in the on-shell production rates).
As a simple example we have considered the µ+µ− → γ, Z,H,G0 → bb¯ process. In order
to increase the sensitivity to the H,G0 contributions one should use polarized µ± beams
with λµ+ = λµ− and restrict the final states to λb = λb¯.
We have illustrated how modifications (form factors) of the Hff couplings and possibly
of both Hff and G0ff ones, even preserving their SM on-shell value, can notably affect
the shape of the s-dependence of the corresponding polarized cross section.
In order to be applicable to precise analyses this study should be completed by taking
into account high order SM effects (bremsstrahlung, radiative corections) and experimen-
tal detection features.
In addition to this idealistic example other possibilities may be considered. One pos-
sibility may be multibody production processes for example tt¯f f¯ in e+e− or hadronic
collisions. The contribution of the H,G0 exchanges (with tt¯H,G0 production followed
by H,G0 → f f¯) would also be favored by selecting equal helicities for both tt¯ and f f¯
systems. Such a study would require a very complex experimental analysis of the tt¯f f¯
final state. See for example [19] for LHC and [20] for future e+e− colliders.
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Figure 1: Shapes of σ(µ+µ− → bb¯) without normalization at s = m2H and at s = m2Z (up);
with normalization at s = m2H and at s = m
2
Z (down).
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